and parametrized by the pairs and . Two-sided projection using Krylov-subspace methods for SE-DAEs as in can be achieved by shifting the reduced matrices [Panzer/Jaensch/Wolf/Lohmann '13, Wolf/Panzer/Lohmann '13] The selection of reduction strategy can be based on the structure of the DAE.
Stability-Preserving, Adaptive Model Reduction of DAEs by Krylov-Subspace Methods
Alessandro Castagnotto*, Heiko Panzer, Boris Lohmann and parametrized by the pairs and . Two-sided projection using Krylov-subspace methods for SE-DAEs as in can be achieved by shifting the reduced matrices The selection of reduction strategy can be based on the structure of the DAE.
The special case of DAE considered takes the form Note that replacing would yield the underlying ODE Given a stable linear constant coefficient DAE find a reduced order model that approximates the dynamics of the DAE while satisfying the algebraic constraints and preserving stability.
In this contribution, we exploit the specific structure of index-1 differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) in semi-explicit form and present two different methods for stability-preserving reduction. The first technique preserves strictly dissipativity of the underlying dynamics, the second takes advantage of H2-pseudo-optimal reduction and further allows for an adaptive selection of reduction parameters such as reduced order and Krylov shifts. 
Index

Conclusions
However, stability can be lost.
For strictly proper SE-DAEs, CUREd SPARK can be applied without changes.
For systems with implicit feedthrough term, CUREd SPARK is applied on a SE-DAE realization of the strictly proper part.
SE-DAEs, arising frequently in electrical systems and power networks, can now be reduced without loss of stability by Krylov subspace methods. By the extension of CUREd SPARK to this class of systems, it is possible to adaptively choose reduced order and Krylov parameters. This procedure currently works only for SISO systems.
COMING SOON
The reduction was conducted with sssMOR, a sparse state space and model reduction toolbox for MATLAB. Expected release: Nov 2015
